
 
Senate Agenda 

January 18th, 2016 
Opening  
Call to Order: Vice President Holmes 
Prayer 
Pledge of Allegiance  
Roll Call and Establish Quorum: Secretary Rojo 
Reading and Approval of Minutes: Georgia Arnautou (Seconded) 
 
Communications:  

1. Guest Speaker: Michelle Sutherland, Director of Technical Services 
a. Michelle: Thank you for having me.  I hope you have had an experience to use 

Office 365 for yourself.  I have some usage stats. I want to make sure you all 
know the basics. Where to go for help and answer questions you have for me. I 
am 1 rep. from IS. We did have network expansion.  

b. Office 365: 
i. Portal.office.com is where you go to sign in and access apps. As well as 

access client apps. You can download latest version of office from portal. 
Anyone here that far? How many of you are mac users? How many 
windows? I’ll show usage stats. What operating system use and what 
browsers. How many of you are using office 2013 on devices?  For mac 
office on 11 or 16? What is really cool, in February coming is office 2016 
for windows then maybe for first time in history we will have windows and 
mac on the same office at the same time.  

ii. What’s coming soon? The Moodle integration and classroom notebooks. 
You will have ability to pull up files from OneDrive and save to Moodle. 
As faculty start branching out to use notebooks. Another key feature and 
not necessarily obvious from portal is Skype for business. How many use 
Skype? With office 365 feature set we have it with business. It is 
integrated with contacts and group of people here in our office 356 
instance. All features included. Online meeting, desktop sharing, video 
calls, etc. change for faculty as well, in the past we have been limited to 
webx as supported to tool for bringing guest speaker we can now explore 
Skype for classroom. All tied into that Skype program by default with 
faculty and staff.  

iii. We went live back on 6th, around 11:00. How many people using mobile 
web on portal? Orange and red are more popular mobile means of 
connecting. We are getting more and more students using email on 
mobile devices. Dips on weekends. For us, this shows email flowing 
successfully; our customers are in there actively connecting up 
successfully.  In the data it is great to see live date to all the way through 
now. Get answer for connecting. This is interesting. This shows usage. 
So this is showing number of connection through windows or mac os. 
Other is variation of mobile device. We can see nice split Mac os and 
Windows. Allows us to see types of device using. Expect connections to 
portal to expand. Mobile table and smart phone usage to go up. 
Predominant browser is chrome. With the migration it was students plus 
alumni that had Gmail accounts. We have about 5000 students and 
some newly confirmed and 10000 other accounts bulk were alumni and 



bucket of accounts to clean up.  We have large number of accounts 
besides students account. This is the number for past 30 days.  

iv. How many found what needed on support website? Primary means of 
getting info to you. Houses FAQ and how to. You can provide feedback. 
Special inbox for feedback from users. If you still need help, you can stop 
by help desk with setting up mobile phones. Please visit them. I just like 
to know where to find more info of product and features. Lynda.com is a 
great source for office 365 or specific apps. We have lots of resources on 
Microsoft training center linked to on support site. There is the IS support 
site. Help sheets created. Getting started with OneDrive, file sharing and 
the like.  

v. Want to make sure everyone familiar with installation. Have info on when 
to expect office 2016 and links for mobile device.  

vi. Kat Miller: I just started running in problems, my email is too large, did it 
happened with Gmail? Why does that happen? 

vii. Michelle: Typical 25mbytes file size limit. Very similar to Gmail. You can 
store it OneDrive and share it. File limits help keep email flowing and not 
bogged down. 

viii. Georgia Arnautou: On mobile app focused and not, how split? 
ix. Michelle: Algorithm Microsoft develops for that. You don have to have it 

do that. There should be an option to change that. I have found in own 
experience, that it tends to look at mail that might come from online 
retailers and put that into a category. I have one called newsletters does 
own algorithm for figuring it out. If that’s not desired to uncheck the box.  

x. Noah Sawicki: I ran into this problem where we have to uninstall office, 
word, excel PowerPoint, and when to install it I couldn’t find where to 
install. Can’t go offline to use word.  

xi. Michelle: you installed for prep to install new ones? 
xii. Noah: yes 
xiii. Michelle: yes, that its typical, it will recognize what you have with the 

machine and need to remove it.  
xiv. Noah: I tried to install from there and nothing back yet.  
xv. Michelle: Please stop by and help desk but that should be fine. That isn’t 

a common issue. Seeing something with account rights.  
xvi. Edward Yan (Non-Senator): limits on installing, number of computers you 

can install? 
xvii. Michelle: you can have up to 5 desktops, 5 mobile devices, 5 tablets 
xviii. Edward: Keep working after UP? Or only here.  
xix. Michelle: in process of redoing alumni licensing options. We have on 

campus licensing. Population of about 5000, when we purchase with that 
group, we get online version for same groups. We get email from alumni. 
We expect you have set time frame, 3-6 months with full licensing, then 
we would say certain part of licensing will expire but email continues. 
Alumni can’t install apps. We are refining online apps and OneDrive. For 
certain you wouldn’t be able to keep download rights of office apps. 
Wherever you go to work in future have something for you then have 
new licenses from work place 

xx. Sabrina Mohammed: what if already have apps downloaded? 
xxi. Michelle: we would let know that you have certain time left and then 

Microsoft let you know 
xxii. Amanda Crowe: primarily motivation for changing from Gmail to office? 
xxiii. Michelle: year long process of exploring for campus. There was great 

care and thought into decision. With respect for current situation, do 
collaboration with student and faculty as we were on separate platforms. 
Certain motivation is increasing and enhancing communication entire 
campus. We were prompt to explore it because it was a new offering on 



campus and free offering of email and cloud apps we explored it. What it 
would do to on campus, what it would look like.  We did research and 
found key benefit and this platform is used in many areas of postgrad 
work, business. Would help with work and technology preparedness. We 
took it to the council for enterprising services. That has provost, CFO, VP 
for Operation, and Director of Marketing and VP of Student Affairs. 
Having had privilege of taken part of process for improving and working 
with teaching and learning. It was a really thoughtful process on that 
front. 

xxiv. Amanda Crowe: you said first point was to improve communication, was 
there a problem with Gmail prior?  

xxv. Michelle:  There was a barrier between student and faculty in sharing.  
You couldn’t go across platforms due to rights of groups or file share.  
People would be using personal google drive and as a security person 
that worries me.  

xxvi. Jennifer Chipman: For Internet, when trying to connect multiple devices, 
one gets kicked off.  Is this a common problem?  

xxvii. Michelle: you should be able to have more than 1 device one at a time, 
larger limit more than 2 I think.  

xxviii. Jennifer: Usually I try to have 3, but 1 will get kicked off.  
xxix. Michelle: I will take it back to network administrator.  
xxx. Michael Gallagher: some people have been having issue with calendar 

apps with emails. When wanting to add it to email it masses it group.  
xxxi. Maddie: comes in email, has date, then there’s a list with everyone’s 

name and it says send email to everyone and it wont let me know not to 
do that.  

xxxii. Michelle: usually schedule, and send it out, and organizer gets email but 
not everyone 

xxxiii. David: if I get invite and some other documents attached to that email if I 
accept invite that email automatically goes to deleted file. Is there a 
setting to change that?  

xxxiv. Michelle: That pretty much is default. File still attached to event in 
calendar.  

xxxv. Khalid: do you know why sometimes get new email and attach to old 
thread?  

xxxvi. Michelle: you could have conversation turned on. Depends on app. May 
be assuming part of prior conversation with subject line. Look at 
conversation settings. That’s off top of my head.  

xxxvii. Khalid: Has happened multiple times.  
xxxviii. Grace: My old Gmail stuff is rethreaded with random emails. Intertwined 

emails, threads.  
xxxix. Michelle: I will take that to vendor to see how that is happened if can do 

anything to separate old emails.  
xl. Khalid: Gmail folder empty and inbox integrated.  
xli. Michelle: originally, or after old email, do you see any old email? In 

outlook app you should see Gmail section with folders that came over 
with Gmail. Sounds like we have both scenarios 

xlii. Georgia: Sent email to someone and copied response multiple times and 
responses copied multiple times.  

xliii. Michelle: Want to take them back to vendor.  
xliv. Sammy: Searching for emails and I know they did response, in outlook I 

can see sent email but not responses. I don’t think they migrated. All I 
can see what I sent not what I got back.  

xlv. Michelle: if you think missing something from migration let us know so 
we can keep people informed. Change is really hard. A lot to manage 



and of support. So anyway that is most important is communication. 
Send feedback and provide it. We will look into it.  

xlvi. Amanda Crowe: If we have constituents with further issues, email help 
desk?  

xlvii. Michelle: yes, the sooner the better. Last week we still had students had 
drive data come over. If missing drive documents let us know. Vendor 
looking at data matching and licensing. The next two week, the more 
input the better. Partnering with validation.  

xlviii. Maddie: when I go to reply the first option is reply all.  
xlix. Edward: When working on shared docs, couldn’t see edit in real time, 

had to refresh.  
l. Michelle: in office 365? what app? 
li. Edward: Word online, had to keep refreshing.  
lii. Michelle: WE have done a lot of playing around and we have had people 

done it and done collaboration. In 2016 with client app you will see.  
liii. Edward: We did that and still couldn’t change that.  
liv. Michelle: something we will report. The expectation is that we see real 

time 
lv. Jonathan Donkers: I explored rules to organize emails. I found I don’t get 

notification about those folders. Is that normal? 
lvi. Michelle: I haven’t really played around with that, but I haven’t necessarily 

looked at notification piece. Good question to capture to get out FAQ. 
lvii. Georgia: Trouble with account going online 
lviii. Michelle: Demo user? For some of demo user we need to do some 

special handling to clear out account. Microsoft holding on to demo 
account. So that’s a specific issue to bring to help desk. We have extra 
support and resources we have vendor experienced with tech support 
with office 365. We just have extra level of expertise.  

lix. Sabrina: When install app, it install individual incensing instead of 
business. Had to be on phone to update to business version. When 
longing on to OneNote or outlook wouldn’t let me log on because 
individual licensing and not business licensing.  

lx. Michelle: If portal have rights to apps.  
lxi. Sabrina: I downloaded from there.  
lxii. Michelle: Only thing I can think of if logging onto personal account. If I 

type in password. It will show which type of account. To use. Ask for 
personal or work or school account.  

lxiii. James: Are we going to be using yammer?  
lxiv. Michelle: part of education licensing. When we went to talk to leadership 

about wanting implemented they wanted file sharing, email, apps but 
right now interest is primary apps. If its something of interest you can 
explore it. And raise your voice and say something about it 

lxv. Joseph: Creating groups to share files? 
lxvi. Michelle: down the road exploring sites, to store docs and calendar. Right 

now issue with groups in office 365, with default permission set, we 
couldn’t enable it because you could have freedom to create whatever 
groups and distribution list you wanted. We have certain mass email 
policy. That was a cautionary thing at this time to disable that. As soon 
as find way to create groups that can be administered that would be 
something we look at. Essentially when you share from one drive, you 
create a list, but would say if that’s a key functionality you had, we would 
prioritize enabling that for you all. Goal not to lose functionality. Live 
work; group messaging, meetings, that type of things. If this is key 
feature for your collaboration with academic world then we need to hear 
from you about that.  

lxvii. Michael: definitely key feature.  Have to find old email with groups. 



lxviii. Michelle: I’m use to creating contact lists. I would create distribution based 
on contact list. 

lxix. Joseph: through contact you can create contact list.  
lxx. Grace: If I want to send an email from one person’s email and copy and 

paste and send it a new email.  
lxxi. Michelle: that was a good common way. Maybe do a reply all. 
lxxii. Moises: if you go to options you can go to manage replies and you can 

switch from reply all to reply  
lxxiii. Michelle: feel like should have brought vendor in to answer questions right 

off his head 
c. Network update:  

i. 2 providers on campus 2w and Comcast 1 gig on 2w and 500 mega on 
Comcast and now 1 gig on Comcast. Trying to stay ahead of you all on 
network usage. And that was it.  

ii. David: I know people wont know but a few years ago talk about cell tower 
amplifiers because I know not a lot of great service is basement or 
buildings.  

iii. Michelle: in building cell coverage, is hot topic in campus leadership. It is 
the most challenging areas for us to approach. We rely so heavily on 
carriers themselves and making investment on campus. Pursuit of 
antenna systems in buildings is a process. Conversations with at&t and 
version and slower than expected. Not much we can control. Meanwhile 
there is plan for a macro cell tower. Verizon still pursuing for campus. It’s 
likely next summer we will get macro cell on top of Mehling. Gone 
through several levels of approval. The carriers are starting to release 
functionality of voice over Wi-Fi. At&t and iPhone 6 have ability to make 
calls over Wi-Fi. You should be able to find setting to use. T-Mobile have 
voice over WI-FI. Verizon is close to announcing something similar. They 
have gone to FCC for some regulations.  Huge win but not necessarily 
for all coverage issues.  

iv. Khalid: I never get service in rec center.  
v. Michelle: because of nature of material of building the cell signals don’t go 

through well. Being environmentally sound and coatings on windows to 
help with outside sun and heat. We know not good place for cell 
coverage.  When we look at in building converge, rec center on list for 
getting that. Still prone to delays of working with carriers.  

vi. Joseph: next network extension? 
vii. Michelle: when first got here we were at 500 mega not at gig we have 

quadrupled it. When I started average device was 2.7 and now 5, 
projection is that it will keep going. No exact answer. And we are keeping 
track of that and projection of enrollment. Our goal is not to be as bad as 
fall 2013. I can’t give exact date or expansion.  

viii. David: I know the IS and IT have gone through big changes the last few 
years. What’s next on docket?  

ix. Michelle: this is huge change of major service, more development on 
front. Additional opportunities for features. Something as a campus that’s 
strategically high on list is Business intelligence. Business analytics, they 
are going through process for organizational readiness. Looking to bring 
business intelligence to campus. How to know how students are doing, 
how to do early alerts. Requires a lot of development. We have a new 
CMS.  The current public website will be slowly retiring starting in 
February. Moving to CMS. Whole new look and feel. That’s huge 
undertaking. Much easier to update content on.  

x. David: would there be updates with pilots.up.edu with that page? 



xi. Michelle: not what I’m aware of. I can see there is potential with new 
CMS. I just know that this website prioritized because it is really old and 
difficult to maintain.  

xii. Grace: what’s the usage on Lynda.com? 
xiii. Michelle: Sam Williams heads that up.  

2. Visitor’s Open Forum 
a. Bryan Chipman: use to be senator, petitioning on hopefully next week.  
b. Jonathan Donkers: I have been to couple meetings I am planning to petition for 

next meeting for engineering.  
3. Open Senate Positions:  1 Freshman, 1 Sophomore, 1 Junior, 1 Senior, 1 Mehling, 3 Off-

Campus, 1 CAS, 1 Engineering, 1 Nursing, 1 Non-Traditional       
Reports 

1. Executive Board: ASUP President Osman 
a. Happy MLK Day. What are you doing for others? 
b. Sorry for being late on Saturday and sorry for not being present. I was reading 

feedback. Negatives on visibility. Being more visible on campus. Shame that 
president wasn’t present. Other one was what are you doing? Last semester 
focused don individual issues. Going to be working with service committee to 
make that to fruition. We ran on constitution stuff. Taking on website work. 
Abhinav was here and we will be working on that. Him and I will be working on 
updating that  

c. Portland Trail Blazers internship fair. Tickets for fair gets you tickets for game. 
February 23rd at Moda Center.  

d. Last week we started interviews for new associate VP position. 5 students me, 
Anthony, Krizchelle, David, Temo, someone from SFRC. We have a few 
meetings.  

2. Treasurer’s Report: Treasurer Zabinski 
a. Update eon budget from fall ’15. A few more transaction to track down. As of 

tonight we have 189085.49 of pent budget. 77% budget spent which is pretty 
great. Been pretty consistent with our turn out..  

b. We will have to have discussion about the sweatshirts, the order was never 
processed. Never printed or delivers. Reorder or just not get them  

3. Campus Program Board: Director van den Berg 
a. On Friday morning, went to crystal ballroom. Went well! 
b. Met with Jeff Rook about fire permit for RTB.  
c. Tomorrow meet with Gerry Gregg.  
d. We have movies this weekend. Friday Mockingjay part1 at 9pm in BC AUD 

Mockingjay pt. 2 10pm in BC AUD 
e. Cosmic tubing: 27th. It will be approx.. 5:30pm-11:00pm. 6 buses. Approx. 300 

people can go. Those will be loading outside of BC at 5:30 but leaving at 6:00pm. 
We will be taking attendance based off of purchases. Buses leave around 
9:45pm and be back around 11:00pm.  Tickets on sale on Wednesday. At 
student activities. 8:30-6:00pm and on Friday 8:300-5:00pm. Cash and card $10. 
When you go to buy tickets. You get ticket you sign up on a bus roster and that is 
basically signing there confirming you agree to waiver. Tell people you cannot 
buy tickets for someone else. Bring student id. You wont necessarily be able to 
ride up wither everyone you want on bus. Not making a bunch of switches for 
people.  

i. Brett Wadsack: when do they open?  
ii. Sammy: this Wednesday? 
iii. Kevin Truong: are there earlier buses? 
iv. Sammy: nope. They are charter buses. Movie both directions.  
v. Noah: certain time slots 
vi. Sammy: all day in student activities as long as totally open. $10 price 

include pizza buffet and transportation. This is a huge deal. Event on FB.  



f. Sammy: why guests not allowed at cosmic tubing? The waiver process is a lot 
more complicated. We only have 300 spots. Students get priority as student 
government fees.  

i. For dance how does waiver process works? 
ii. When you buy ticket on back is the waiver.  
iii. Georgia: when you get on bus do you have to have student id with you 
iv. Yes. If you lost ticket, we do have check in table to check that. If you 

don’t know where, go to check in table.  
v. Amanda Crowe: if you do have 10 friends that you want to with, is it more 

likely better to go in and buy it together.  
vi. Yes 

g. I haven’t gone over feedback.  
h. We talked briefly about relay for life team; we want to let you all decide if ASUP 

want to do your own of if a combo with CPB.  
4. Secretary’s Report: Secretary Rojo 

a. Thank you for your participation in the Senate Refresher.  Shout out to John and 
Annie for all your hard work.  

b. Happy Martin Luther King Jr. Day!   
c. What is the Secretary's Report?  A chance for me to share with you all what I 

have been up to in the past week as well as to know what is coming up.  During 
my week, I also get in a lot of information from clubs, departments, and other 
students about events and opportunities to participate in the UP Community.  If at 
anytime you have suggestions or thoughts for what to include in my reports 
please let me know.  I tend to share info from the areas I hear it from, so please 
feel free to share info with me.   

d. If you are interested, this week in Internship Awareness Week.  There are 
varieties of ways to get information about internships and internships are a great 
opportunity to get real experience in your interested field.      

e. With the special election coming up, I am going to ask for the help of you all!   I do 
not want to exhaust the elections committee with 2 elections in one semester, so 
I am going to ask for the help of you all to help run the election stations during 
the special election.  The only senators that I ask refrain from participating are 
those in the constitution committee as their would be too much bias.   

f. I will be working with my team as well as some senators to set up dates for 
senate dinners around meeting dates that aren't super super busy.   

g. We have a petitioner in today.  I have placed her application; please review it 
before she goes up. 

 
5. VP:  

a. For senate evaluations we will go through next week.  
b. In my feedback: primarily things focusing on sending more emails and getting in 

touch with committees more often.  The meetings are too lax. That was 
determined at senate retreat. I will continue running meetings this way. 

c. HR Panel happening. Learn more about interview questions. In BC AUD at 7:10  
6. University Committees 

a. Internal Affairs – Annie Rodriguez 
i. Grab articles.  

b. Outreach – Terrance Lewis 
i. Sam got touch with Jim Kuffner and he will be speaking with UPNA 

meeting next week. We are hoping to address goals of having BBQ with 
UPNA. I emailed Laurie Laird to talk about service. I go this shirt I signed 
up for Moreau Center emails.  

ii. Grace: UPNA has BBQ you might want to work to readjust the time 
frame. Maybe run some interference to make it so that students attend.   

c. Student Affairs – McKenzie Strickland 
i. Grace: working on how she will chair this, without attending this meeting 



1. Maddie: we have meeting with residence life.  
d. Campus Affairs – Noah Sawicki  

i. I have been emailing with Margaret trout before break and coming from 
break, she wants to meet with health advisory board. I will send out 
email. We can test out new office 365 calendar sharing thing. Also I have 
student health advisory board meetings next Thursday.  

7. Constituency Reports  
a. Jennifer: Soy sauce in the commons.  
b. Anthony: Ice cream bars in max market.  
c. Amanda: Use to use walkers in cove a lot and would like to see them again.  

 
Old Business: 
Grace: Thank you all to those that came this weekend. Filing out tax forms from 8:30-          
4:00pm we appreciate it. Constitution committee thankful. Our vision through your free labor. We 
genuinely appreciate that. I appreciate work that was done. Recognize work of Annie and John. 
Getting closer to passing through vision.  
 
New Business: 

1. Constitution Reintroduction 
a. Grace: Please take to the constituents. If you don’t take it out, just as bad as not 

changing. Today is not the day we are passing through  
b. Georgia: Is there an easier way to get it out to people.  
c. Grace: Do you want email? 
d. John: these are mostly changes to article. I can come up with something with 

Joseph.   
e. Grace: At end of the day, you will have idea of what’s changing way and why. See 

structural changes and what’s going on. Explain thought process in forming 
document and more contentions things still up in air.  

f. John: Main goal was to look at how’s schools changed over years and address 
needs. Exec board and senate more effective with student body. As we moved 
through. These sections and articles, they are mostly people had issues with at 
constitution retreat. Make it something all of us could be proud of.  

g. Annie: These sections were the 3 biggest areas. The Exec board structure, size of 
senate and responsibility and election process. 

h. John: I expect us to really change this because huge contention over issue at last 
retreat. Have everybody voice in senate heard. I expect to hear about that area.  

i. Annie: after special elections happen, we are planning setting multi year plan on 
changing it. Just talk to committee members or us. Focusing on this right now.  

j. John: during last meeting, missing things are in by-laws as opposed to 
constitution.  

k. Grace: you can change by-laws as a senate. You cannot change constitution 
without having election.   

l. Jennifer: I feel personally that a lot of changes being made haven’t really changed 
anything. We have moved some jobs around and created speaker of the senate. 
But not much change overall probably could still use overhaul. We talked about 
smaller but still 2 per class and lots per class. I feel like we haven’t done enough. I 
am note sure if accomplished that.  

m. John: these are sections that people commented on. I would have liked other 
feedback earlier. We want just get rid of a bunch of senate positions. We tried to 
work it out so between 12-20. Right now at 17. Spot we could get to with odd 
numbers but a good amount of senators.  

n. Jeromy: do you see this as constitution change package or listing as subtopics, 
could make difference in how student body views changes.  If 1 package not as 
much voice, if 3 packages more voice.  

o. Annie: I saw it all as one whole constitution change.  



p. John: when you look at constitution you see a lot of administrative stuff, we are 
changing methodology, E-board, senator elections, senators. Focusing on 20-
page document and looking for way to update senate and executive board for 
more effective for students. We are doing everything so that we are better for 
them and more relevant for them.  

q. Kat: we are not the founding the fathers; we don’t claim authority but he have had 
conversation about this. If you have questions just ask, its not like we were like 
lets change for sake of change. Goals of this year we to create constitution but we 
tried to have philosophical reason for it.  

r. John: I definitely expect amendments.  
s. Brandon: For the president and VP, concerned for why not prior experience to 

senate?  
t. Grace: from my position, for externally facing political role.  Being at UP, more 

important to be student regardless of being senate. I don’t think senate did 
anything to prepare or not prepare for position. A lot influence came from me for 
VP stuff. Don’t need senate experience to talk to admin but just need to be 
student.  

u. John: basically those 2 positions we want to them to be pure voice of student 
body. Give them freedom to choose voice regardless of senate. Our vision for 
Eboard is to have President and VP have more external roles.  

v. James: confused of speaker of senate on exec board.  
w. John: They are part of Exec Board but not a voting member 
x. Bryan Chipman: as a senior accounting major, auditor independence, its important 

talking about reassure as a role. They should be appointment the people. It is oing 
to be independence. They are handling a couple 100,000s people. They should 
be selected by student body and elected.  

y. David: I have very little control over what clubs do and don’t get money.  
z. Bryan: I think it’s important that the treasurer is elected to maintain independence. 

We do collaborate as a team on FMB.  
aa. Grace: Allen Timmins received paycheck from university and was appointed. I 

don’t thing internal controls is sufficient. How do we monitor activities of treasurer 
of FMB? Maybe working with John and Annie to create auditor. The role of 
treasurer elected or not is independent. Independent body for FMB.  

bb. John: As far as elections go I want you to all look at that. I am sure we will be 
fighting to the nail about that.  

cc. Annie: we are still accepting suggestions.  
dd. Grace: timeline… 
ee. Khalid: I would like to pass it next Monday for meetings with University President.  
ff. Grace: we can call emergency senate meeting.  I know we are   
gg. Jennifer: is it possible to suspend reports? 
hh. Kat: Yes we can.  

 
2. Petitioner 

a. Kelli: I am a sophomore here petitioning in for Mehling hall. I wanted to become 
more involved and I’m good friends with some senators here. I think its great work 
representing student body. I want to be more involved with Mehling. Last year 
didn’t have that good of a community feeling in hall and now better relationship. I 
want to come in leadership position. Help be more involved in outreach.  

b. Georgia: Super powers what would it be? 
c. Kelli: invisibility. You can get away with a lot. Be really cool.  
d. Kevin: You have contributed a lot to our meetings and retreats. What would you 

say you have contributed 
e. Kelli: worked with constitution, coming from outside perspective. What students 

are looking for? What student outside of senate would think in voting or feeling? 
f. Natalie: coming from outsider, what’s your idea of it.  



g. Kelli: before saw a lot of involved from campus activities. Seeing what each 
person does, seeing how complicated it was. I saw how much work you have with 
administration specifically and generally constituencies. I saw a greater access to 
outreach.  

h. Michael: what are some experiences, like REX for instance that you could apply to 
Mehling? 

i. Kelli: For REX, we are working with a great variety of people. Working with other 
volunteers. In terms of hall meetings or RA, using leadership skills working with 
others. Making sure they are having a good time and asking them and talking to 
them. Enjoying themselves or what you could do to improve day and community.  

Open Forum 
David: do you have any strong leaning about the sweatshirts?  
Georgia: been waiting so long for them.  
Michael: I would wear sweatshirt rather than shirts 
Jennifer: just the people who wanted them could decide if want them.  
Kat: kind of unfair to them they ordered them.  
David: I’ll redo order list.  
Sammy: if at all interested in CPB meetings Tuesday nights at 8pm Franz 120. Straw poll, how 
many interested in ASUP specific relates for life team.  APRIL 16th.  
Jeromy: Student activities hosting immersion for hockey game. Hawks vs thunderbirds. February 
5th.  
Sammy: if you don’t want to spend the money, Carnival is happening February 5th. Collaboration 
between MeCHA, CPB, International club, and ILC, it’s a really fun event. Live music free food.  
Michael: Internal outreach: working on connecting with student body. Senate in a minute. 
Chewing over ideas on fostering ideas of communication.  
Georgia: External outreach, box top connection. Getting box tops  
John: Annie and I got email about showing students idea of getting word out about constitution.  
Annie: feel free to email me about this.  
Adjournment  
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